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About This Game

It's the year 2112 and the Earth has been depleted of all its resources. Cities are beginning to crumble as the Earth's crust is
collapsing under their weight. Scientists estimate that the Earth will be unable to sustain life in less than 3 months - the human

race is doomed.

The ARK project begins!

Its mission is to carry the last remaining humans to space to seek out planets that might sustain life and colonize them. You are
the captain of the ARK, your duties are to locate planets and scan them for what elements they have that might be useful to you.
If the planet can sustain life, it’ll be your decision to establish a colony there and to monitor and nurture its development.. You

have a limited number of resources which you must gather from planets. You also have a set number of "Genesis Groups" which
will consist of a male and female and limited supplies to start a colony.

In your travels, you will encounter alien life and you will have several options – work with them to collect resources, trade,
maybe even co-exist – or work against them to establish control of the planet and take their resources by force, if necessary.

You will collect resources and elements and will have the ability to combine several together in order to make other items
necessary to survive. For instance, you will need to locate hydrogen and oxygen and combine them to create fuel for your ship.

You will also need aluminum combined with something else to repair your ship from damage, etc...

The fate of the human race is in YOUR HANDS!
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Damn... 4 years later and nothing... rip off. I really enjoyed the intial concept of the game however the game is has multiple
glitches from peasants not building defences and just standing around to graphics problems with walls and last but not least the
campaign quests work maybe 75% of the time.

If the glitches were fixed I would recommend the game but as is I cannot.. This was actually pretty fun. It's a campy little VR
experence with arm swinger motion and a wide variety of neat stuff in it. I wish I had thought of it.

It has a few minor performance issues when you blast monsters, knocking the hmd environment away due to performance
tanking. I think it's related to the animation when they die. Secondly, the sound is spotty and has "noise" and stutters.

If those two issues are cleaned up this is a perfect little thing to scare the kids and teens with for halloween. It was actually well
done.. I remembered playing this game like ten years ago and was always looking for it because I forgot the name.
Was more than glad when I found it on Steam during the 100 years of Finnish independence sale!

What can be said about this game?
It is a fairly well done gladiator clan managament and turn-based battle game.
The graphics look dated, sure, but IMO also pretty charming. 2D ages well.
Your first few tries will be met with certain doom until you have hammered it into your head that you really have to pick a good
character AND have enough gold for adequate equipment.
Once you get the hang of it, slowly getting other units, training them and getting better equipment is really fun, as are the battles.

There are some very glaring downsides, though:
The game was made for 4:3 resolutions and just stretches on modern monitors. Which makes the menus look really, really bad.
The devs should fix this, but who knows if this game was even touched in the last five years ;)
The combat UI bar on top is absurdly tiny.
Sound effects and music are bare-bones.

HINTS:
- Do not restart (or alt+F4) when losing a battle. Reviving characters is fairly cheap, especially when you start, and as
far as I can tell there is no downside to it other than losing out on the win reward. Of course, if you end up losing all
battles, do restart with a new group.
- Take the best starting char you can afford, but still keep 1k gold in reserve to equip him. New members come to you
nekkid.
- Train! Train each gladiator each time after each battle. It really adds up and is a worthwhile investment.
- Invest gold into improving your existing chars (by training or equipment or spells) before getting more characters. A
good warrior is worth far more than three bad ones with bad equipment.
. In today's era of technology and capabilities, why would you restrict the game camera to this?. Backed the Kickstarter
, Wasn't disappointed with the OVA and now that the Extra OVA is here it's even better if not just as good as the OVA
itself in terms of quality :D. crazy hard , lots of guns, no map, linear, crazily unoptimized, and no auto save.

Whats not to love. It's like VVVVVV, but straigth to the point. It's curious that the levels (the screens that you play) are
not exactely random, but well made.
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eXceed 2nd -Vampire Rex, despite the long title it is a short game, you will be lucky to get a couple hours out of this game. On
the plus side, it has a unique combat gimmick, in that you toggle types to absorb incoming projectiles (better than the first
game's which doesn't even run on newer PCs and the third which has a rinse and repeat to win strategy). The story is nonexistent
at best, and the dialogue is something you would witness in a bad anime. Overall the game would have been acceptable if it was
substantially longer.. DoubleTap is a perfect recreation of the arcade game Point Blank in VR. A series of different types of fast-
paced minigames, all involving a pistol, that scores you after you've done them and gives you a final bonus stage at the end.

This is not to be confused with your run of the mill VR zombie shooters or shooting ranges. While technically the game is made
up of shooting ranges, the game plays to challenge you, and to make it fun at the same time, and that's the difference.

I bought this on sale, but it's worth full price. Can't wait to see what they bring out of early access. This does not feel like an
early access game at all - I can't fault it. Maybe lack of multiplayer? I don't know. I'm nitpicking.

Edit: HOWEVER, this game has been in early access since December 2017 and says it's only going to be there a few months.
I've created a thread in the steam discussions asking for an update now that it's April 2019. The game is short-lived and needs to
be honest about whether it's done or not.. Surprisingly fun.. This is a very unique game, I wish there were many games on
market like this.

The game mechanics definitely needs a great deal of polishing, though.

Also there are some graphical issues (for example, windows' mouse cursor is shown additional to ingame crosshair, and mouse
cursor has a bright red square artifact around it) and some lack of controller/keyboard-mouse efficieny is a little bit negative
impact of enjoyable gameplay. However, for this price range, this original idea is still worth a try.

The game, by its nature, pushes player to think and plan ahead in detail, but it does that with grace, without harming smooth
narrative flow and its joyful gameplay. I certainly recommend this game for a short and laid back gameplay experience in which
you need to think and reverse-sherlock the scenes.. couldnt even get to level 2 on the demon 2/5. The BEST that this game had
to offer as a DLC racer. Not only is he the cheapest DLC character, but is also a badass-looking karate master who uses 3
different arcade boxes to race around a track. His speed, acceleration, handling, boost rate, etc. are all great too!

10\/10 Now THIS is a good example of a GREAT DLC.. The game is fun and comes with a nice gameplay, graphics,
sound/music and interface. Sometimes it becomes a little annoying because it's not as easy as other games and you really have to
try and find out how things work. Wine making seems not to be too easy :) A few bankruptcies are a painful part of the journey
to a classy winery!. Battle of Words is to a vocabulary test, what Quiplash is to Cards Against Humanity. That is, it's a game of
solid skill and knowledge, but with concomitant room for creativity and just generally ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥tting your way to victory.
Quickthinking, general knowledge, expansive vocabulary, and a good sense of humour are what's required to win this game, and
even if you barely fulfil any of the listed criteria, you're still going to have an amazingly fun and often hysterical time.

Be warned, however, that the game is low on population. 3-4 player games still make for great fun, however, so don't let that
deter you; especially if you have a friend tagging along.. Some great concepts. A liittle buggy but not bad. I work in the Oil and
Gas Industry and this is the 1st game I've tried with petroleum references that hasn't insulted it though having well sites at the
plant site is pretty rare in my region. Will be interested to see the game develope if that is the plan.. Beautiful graphics, thrilling
sounds and music, fast paced, arcade gameplay. Tons of beautiful tracks, with a great mix of terrains, tons of cars and liverys to
choose from. If you like the Dirt series this game is a great addition to your collection, with a bit more arcadey feeling. Great
job!
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